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ABSTRACT 
 
Peer to Peer (P2P) networks are gaining increased attention from the scientific community and the larger Internet 
user community. P2P networks have become a major research topic over the last few years. Efficient searching for 
information is an important goal in P2P networks. Searching in an unstructured P2P network is particularly chal-
lenging due to the random nature of the P2P overlay links. In this paper, we propose a Hybrid search mechanism 
that reduces the limitation the Pure flooding and Random walk method. Flooding is a fundamental file search op-
eration in unstructured P2P file sharing systems, in which a peer starts the file search procedure by broadcasting a 
query to its neighbors, who continue to propagate it to their neighbors. Random walk has been widely used as a 
strategy for searching in P2P networks. The Hybrid search method that is fully distributed and bandwidth effi-
cient. We compare it with the Pure flooding and Random walk method. Our survey shows that the Hybrid method 
achieves relatively high success rate, high response rate, and significant message reduction. 
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1. Introduction 

 
 

This paper effort is aimed to know as regards computer network and communication system between client and server in 
the peer to peer environment. At the current time computer network is the most significant and popular system. The most 
well-known and extensively used computer network is internet. It is a universal system of interconnected governmental, 
academic, corporate, public, and private computer networks. Without internet and mobile communication the modern age 
cannot think. 
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2. Methodology:  
In a peer to peer network, searching is the main issue and resource discovery is very challenging. Random walk and pure 

flooding have been widely used as a strategy for searching in peer-to-peer networks. Efficient searching for information is 

an important goal in peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. Searching in an unstructured P2P network is definitely challenging task. 

In this paper we proposed hybrid protocol named max-degree biased walk which reduce network traffic overhead, reduce 

searching time and cost, increase high success rate, high response rate and significant message reduction. 
2.1 Problem findings and Motivation: 
The vital idea of flooding is to spread a query diagonally the all network by forwarding queries to all the neighboring 

peers. The easy form of flooding is called pure flooding. 
2.2 Max-Degree Biased Walk 
In max-degree biased walk, every walker selects a neighbor node with great probability if the  

Neighbor has a high degree. i.e 
 

𝑃𝑃(𝑝𝑝1 → 𝑝𝑝) ∝
𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝

∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑∈𝑁𝑁(𝑝𝑝)
 

       Figure: 1 
 

Where N(p) is the set of p’s neighbor peers and dp is the degree of peer p. The information of a neighbor’s degree is pe-

riodically swapping throughout the whole network. Accordingly, the query path would be different as the network is de-

veloping. 

Figure 1 is an example of max-degree biased walk. Assume there are still two walkers. The forwarding probabilities are 

recorded as the follows. (p0 →p2)= P(p0→p3)=1/2. Therefore, it is greatly possible they select peer 2 and peer 3 corres-

pondingly.  P(p2→p3)=4/7,P(p2→p5)=1/7,P(p2→p6)=2/7. It is greatly possible the walker selects peer 3. Since peer 3 

has already received the same query, the walker ends. P(p3→p2)=4/9,P(p3→p4)=3/9=1/3, P(p3→p1)=2/9. Assume this 

time the walker selects peer 4 instead of peer 2, the most feasible one. Then, P(p4→p1)=P(p4→p6)=2/4=1/2. If it selects 

peer 1, the walker is going to end after the forth step. Since peer 5 does not receive any query message, it is also impossi-

ble for peer 0 to get any query hits in this case. 

There is, however, a lesser opportunity that peer 5 can acquire the query message if peer 2 selects peer 5 instead of peer 4. 

In the example, lesser coverage and missing hits also occurs as they are both affected by the idea of selectively selecting 

neighbors to forward queries. Alike to uniformly random walk, they are slight issues. 

2.3 The Proposed Method 
Our proposed method is “ Hybrid Method ”, where every walker selects a neighbour node based of high degree of 

connectivity. We consider a TTL value, firstly it select two neighbour based on higher degree of connectivity among all 

the  neighbours and decrease the TTL value. After that its proceed pure flooding. It connection region  is high degree of 

connectivity to find the desired resources is easy to get.  
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2.4 Benefits our proposed method 
In “ Hybrid Method ” at first choose two max degree nodes successively and decrease TTL value by 2.After this Random 
walk proceed until TTL value 0. In “Hybrid Method ” covered a large area of modes. Since, it covered a big amount of 
region. So the higher probability to find a resource. 
2.5 Steps of Proposed Method 
Our proposed method is Hybrid Method. A Hybrid Method is considered Pure Flooding and Random Method respectively 
limitation and advantage. How to work Hybrid Method are shown below.     
Step 1: From a query issuer choose a neighbor node, based on higher degree and decrease the TTL value by 1. 
Step 2: Node 2 search its higher degree neighbors decreasing TTL value by 1. 
Step 3:  After decreasing the TTL value by 2, then proceed the flooding approach of node 4, node 8, node 10 and node 12 
Step 4: Node 8 flood the message of nodes 7 and 13, decrease TTL value by 1. 
Step 5: Node 12 flood the message of nodes 13, 16 and 11, decrease TTL value by 1. 
Step 6: 10 flood the message of nodes 5 and 11, decrease TTL value by 1. 
Step 7: Node 7 flood the message of nodes 3 and 14, decrease TTL value by 1. 
Step 8: Node 13 flood the message of nodes 14and 15, decrease TTL value by 1. 
Step 9: Node 16 flood the message of nodes 17, decrease TTL value by 1. 
Step 10: Node 11 flood the message of nodes 17, decrease TTL value by 1. 
Step 11: Node 5 flood the message of nodes 6, decrease TTL value by 1. 
A Complete graph of  Hybrid Approach. 
Assume n number of Node, d number of Degree, TTL value = 5. 
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Fig2:Steps of Steps of Hybrid Approach. 

3. SIMULATION AND RESULT 
 

3.1 Performance Evaluation: 
In this section, we compare Pure Flooding and Random Walk algorithm. We use random graph model to si-

mulate the network. Before each simulation, object replication and query distributions and query tables are set. 

We used Microsoft excel program for the experiment. To evaluate a protocol’s performance, this algorithm is 

designed to work in a specific environment. In our simulation, we set the number of peers to 20. Each node 

contacts an average of 4 nodes. The maximum number of walkers is 6; the TTL is set to 5. Moreover, various 
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parameters are altered in the simulations so that they can be evaluated. We considered the following metrics in 

the simulation: 

Success Rate: The ratio of the number of hits to the total number of requests. 

Duplicate message: The number of duplicate messages generated while searching for the file. 
 
 

 

Fig:3. Message Redundant of Pure Flooding and Hybrid Method       Fig: 4  Message Count of Pure Flooding, HybridMethod and Random Walk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Simulation Parameters and their default values 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig: 3displays the number of message redundant between Pure Flooding and Hybrid Approach. We have 

tested our works in 5 steps and TTL=5. The Pure Flooding method is occurred a lot of message redundant on 

the other hand the Hybrid Approach reduces this problem that is shown above figure.  

Simulation Parameters default values 
Number of Nodes 20 
P2P model Pure 
Graph model Random 
Average node degree 4 
Walkers deployed(k) 10 
TTL 5 
Number of objects (files) 20 
Max degree 6 
Min degree 
 

2 
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Fig: 4 Display the comparison of Message Count among Pure Flooding, Hybrid Method and Random Walk. 

4. Conclusion and Future works 

In this paper, we survey the comparison of two searching method pure flooding and random walk. We examined the suc-

cess rate, hit per query, duplicate message. We proposed a new approach called Max-Degree Biased Walk. We can sum-

marize the benefits of Max-Degree Biased Walk as follows: 

1.High success rate. 

2.Reduces duplicate message. 

3.Reduces time and cost. 

4..Reduces network traffic overhead. 

5.High probability of finding resources. 
For future work, we plan on giving the hybrid protocol named Max-Degree Biased Walk which improves for with a new 
simulation technique.  
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